About Me
Hannah Lamprell

A little about me... I have three children, one is
still cooking at the time of writing this! I live in
Tenterden, Kent with my husband, children and
two naughty dogs. I used to be an ECC Veterinary
nurse up in London before the kids arrived.
I am definitely a people watcher. The little looks,
the body language, the happiness. Capturing this
and showing you these connections is incredibly
fulfilling.
Photography is just another medium I have
stumbled across along the way. I used to paint a
lot, ceramics too. I am a calm, quiet creative!

Services
FAMILY IMAGERY & FILM

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY &
FILM

EMPOWERMENT IMAGERY

BRANDING IMAGERY & FILM
FOR SMALL BUSINESSES

MENTORING AND
WORKSHOPS

BOLD.EMOTIVE.COLOURFUL

eMy Style...
It is a mixture of lifestyle and
documentary. Which purely means
minimal posing, true to life, as it happens
moments captured. I do guide and
prompt for family sessions as needed. But
I try to encourage natural interaction. I
LOVE colour, movement and
CONNECTION.

THE LIFE NARRATOR

CAPTURING A MOMENT IN TIME AND BOTTLING IT FOR YOU TO RE-LIVE TIME AND
TIME AGAIN

Wedding Photography
& Film
My ideal couple...
As my work is my art, less of a commercial venture, I am
quite fussy about who's wedding I will document. People
think I am joking when I say I turn down more wedding's
than I take on! But it is so important for me as a creative,
and you as a couple to have the RIGHT photographer.
One of the first questions I will ask you is how you found
me. Recommendations from other clients is lovely to hear
as I know you have seen my work and had a first hand
report from someone who has experienced it. I am looking
for couples who want their days documented in a way they
can look back and remember, discovering passed moments.
There is a lot you will miss in the whirlwind that is your
wedding day. I capture each carefully curated detail, as well
as the bigger moments.
I am NOT going to interrupt your celebrations. I will be
dotting around barely noticed. I will ensure those special
family photos are captured but I am going to take twenty
minutes not two hours. The real imagery is the ones that are
happening around you.

CAPTURING THE REAL YOU

If you want to know more, lets go for coffee and I can show
you more!

Your Wedding Day...
Eeeek the day has arrived!!
I will be with you at our agreed time and
location (we will have met a few weeks
before hand to go through all the
details).
I will be dotting around getting all the
detail shots and tracing your steps
through your day, making sure I don't
miss a moment!
I will be with you until 8.30pm, or as long
as we have arranged and I will always
come and say goodbye and check you are
happy for me to finish (I can always stay
an extra hour or two!)

Family
Storytelling...
Am I right for you?
My family shoots are all about adventure and discovery, working with
your children at their pace. No awkward posing. Just real family fun!
It can take five minutes or it can take twenty five minuted for your
child(ren) to settle in to the session. I am not going to rush this. We will
walk to the area with the right light (this changes through out the day)
and then I will gradually ease you in to the session. I have so many
tricks up my sleeve to get the results I need so the best advice I can give
is RELAX, and let it all happen in it's own time. Play with your children
and treat me like a friend and you will all soon forget you are having a
photo shoot. You are creating memories.
It is a style and a way of shooting on I have build and developed over
the last 7 years.
I am so passionate about documenting your family in this way.

THE TIME IS NOW. DO NOT DELAY BOOKING. THERE WILL NEVER BE A 'RIGHT' TIME.

After...
After your session or wedding I will be in touch to go through
the next steps. I try and have your gallery/film with you asap
and usually within two weeks (but this can be longer in busy
periods) I will always keep you informed and up to date.
When your gallery is ready you will get a link to your very own
online gallery! It is a password protected gallery where you
can view, share, shop and download your images. You are
welcome to share the link with your loved ones so they can
order their own prints through your gallery, download their
favourites or just view your session images and film.
You may have chosen a package with prints or products
included, which will be delivered to your door, beautifully
packaged with the help of my sister business Little Local Boxy.
I will likely throw a few treats in there too!
It is all about the experience as a whole. I want to create an
amazing memory for you with no tarnish. So you will be spoilt
from beginning to end!

What to wear...
Here is my recommendation
- Can you move in it comfortably? We will be crossing small
streams, lying on the ground, standing on fences, running,
jumping, dancing. You ALL need to be comfortable and unrestricted
- Is it you? If you feel like a million dollars you will look a
million dollars. Your outfit must make you happy.
- COLOUR. Be bold. Clash, stand out, pop your colours. Avoid
luminous colours as these give bad skin tones.
- Avoid stripes, formal clothing, branded clothing with large
logos, distracting patterns.
- SUITABLE FOR THE LOCATION? Pebbles on the beach? The
kids need good footwear and warm clothing. Wellies for the
woods. This is not a crease free look we are going for. You will
get muddy, wet, creased on this shoot! If the kids get cold and
miserable it is game over. So please dress them appropriately.
You are welcome to message me for help choosing! I have lots
of recommendations.

Weather...
I will shoot in all weather (to a point!)
A light drizzle brings with it a beautiful
soft light...
Wind adds magic
Very hot days we will shoot in the
morning or evening avoiding midday
sun.
Please come dressed and prepared for
the weather. Embra e it and you will not
regret it!
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See you soon...
Hannah Lamprell - The Life Narrator

www.thelifenarrator.co.uk
07970 116676
hannah@thelifenarrator.co.uk

